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Abstract

This paper mainly presents the verbal group part of a Turkish sentence
generator that is currently under development for producing the actual text
from its semantic description� To concentrate on the text generation rather
than text planning� we assume that the semantic description of the text is
produced in some way� currently given by hand� In the generation� we need a
linguistic theory to describe the linguistic resources� and also a software tool to
perform them in a computational environment� We use a functional linguistic

theory called Systemic�Functional Grammar �SFG� to represent the linguistic
resources� and FUF text generation system as a software tool to perform
them� In this paper� we present the systemic�functional representation and
realization of Turkish verbal groups�

Keywords� Natural Language Generation� Computational Linguistic� Func�
tional Uni�cation Grammar� Systemic�Functional Grammar�

� Introduction

Natural Language generation is a kind of process that encodes the mental picture
of reality into a sequence of words called grammatical units such as clause� verbal
group� noun group etc� 	

�� The units of a grammar can be ordered in terms of
a rank scale� from the largest to the smallest unit �structural classi�cation 	��� a
sentence consists of one or more clauses� a clause consists of one or more phrases
�groups� a phrase consists of one or more words� a word is the smallest unit�

A simple sentence consists of the following three semantic functions that draw
the mental picture of reality �semantic representation 	��� process is a general term
to represent an event or a state� participants are persons or things involved in a
process� circumstances give further information�time� place� manner etc� about a
process� Each semantic function is realized by one of the grammatical units given
above� Generally participants and circumstances are realized by noun groups and
adverb groups� respectively� A process is realized by a verbal group that will be
considered in the following sections� In addition� the verbal group also realizes the
interpersonal functions such as mood� voice� tense� modality etc�
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The generation of a sentence depends on the generation of the smaller units in
the rank scale given above� In this study� we begin the sentence generation with the
generation of verbal groups because they realize the main components �process and
some interpersonal functions of the sentence� and the sentence is a con�guration
of participants and circumstances around those main components� Therefore� we
analyze Turkish verbal groups from the systemic�functional perspective to deter�
mine their structural and functional descriptions�� By using these descriptions� we
construct the system network of the verbal group� and then we implement a system
in FUF to perform the linguistic resources�

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows� In Section �� we consider the
grammatical analysis of the verbal groups� Section � gives a brief overview of the
systemic�functional grammar approach to text generation� and particularly presents
the system network of the verbal group� Next� in Section �� the implementation of
a Turkish sentence generator is introduced� and then the generation of the verbal
groups is demonstrated� Finally� Section � presents conclusion and future work�

� Grammatical Analysis of Verbal Groups

A verbal group is constructed on a lexical element called base that can be a verb
or a nominal group� The base is the single lexical element that is given for the
formation of a verbal group� The other lexical elements such as de�gil� mi� ol
and the relevant su�xes� the components of the verbal group� are determined and
organized by the systemic�functional grammar to express appropriate meanings� So�
this section presents the possible structures of the verbal groups and their internal
organization in Turkish 	
� ���

There are more than one grammatical structures of the verbal groups to express
many distinct meanings� Fortunately� they may be generalized according to the
type of base �nominal group� verb and the mood ��nite� non��nite� The selected
features from these two systems �type�of�base and mood determine the appropriate
structure for the verbal group� The selected features from the other systems in
Figure � �given in Section � organize the internal structure of the verbal group� As
a result� the following four general structures can occur��


� base is a verb and mood is �nite�
This case is selected to realize the process of a verbal sentence� or question� The
type of the process can be material or mental� The structure of verbal groups for
this case is shown in Table 
�� There exist two distinct components of the verbal
group for interrogative sentences �questions� base and interrogative tag� The

�These two descriptions are complementary in the SFG ����� the functional description says
�What it does�� and the structural description says �How it does it��

�The structures are considered in the tabular forms� The center row of the table describes the
required functional elements of the verbal group in a grammatical order� The top rows of the table
give examples� and bottom rows present their grammatical values� respectively�

�M�P�N stands for Mode� Person� and Number� DP stands for Descriptive Polarity� VF stands
for Voice Frame� POL stands for Polarity



Mode� Person� and Number are added to base or interrogative tag depending on
the selected values of these functions�

Table 
� The Structure of Finite Verbal Group from Verb

sev �ebil �melisin
yaz �d�r �acak
Base VF POL Desc�Verb DP Finite
verb ��� pos potential pos ���
verb ��� pos none pos ���

m� �y�d�
Interr�Tag M�P�N

none
yes�no ���

�d�r
Subj�Obj�Rel Transition Voice

none none active
none trans�
 active

Voice Frame

�meli �sin
�acak �d�
Time Mode Person Number
necess none second sing
future past third sing

Finite

�
 a� Arkada�slar�n� sevebilmelisin�
friend��PL��PP�ACC love�POT�NEC��SG
�You ought to be able to love your friends��

b� Ali mektubu yazd�racak m�yd��
Ali letter��SG�ACC write�CAUS�FUT Ques�PAST��SG
�Was Ali going to have the letter written��

�� base is a verb and mood is non��nite�
The structure of �nite verbal group of a verbal sentence can be used in this case by
replacing the �nite with a non��nite element� A non��nite verbal group realizes
the process of a clause that may be used as a noun �in�nitive� adjective �participle
or adverb �adverbial� As a result� the structure for this case is given in Table ��

Table �� The Structure of Non�Finite Verbal Group from Verb

sev �il �mek
oku �yacak
ko�s �arak
Base VF POL Desc�Verb DP Non�Finite
verb ��� pos none in�nitive
verb ��� pos none participle
verb ��� pos none adverbial



�� a� Birisi taraf�ndan sevilmek g�uzeldir�
someone by love�PASS�INF� nice�COP�AOR��SG
�To be loved by someone is nice��

b� Mektubu okuyacak adam gelmedi�
letter��SG�ACC read�PART� man come�NEG�PAST��SG

�The man who will read the letter did not come��

c� Ali okula ko�sarak gitti�
Ali school�DAT run�ADV� go�PAST��SG
�Ali went to school by running��

�� base is a nominal group and mood is �nite�
This case is selected to realize the relational processes that express the way of �be�
ing�� Here� the base is a nominal group that may be an attribute or identi�er in
a nominal sentence or question� The type of �being� may be intensive� circumstan�
tial� or possessive� According to its type� the base may take some su�xes such as
locative and possessive before the formation of the verbal group� In the generation
of a verbal group� we assume that the base is a lexical element� and the required
su�xes or the distinct elements are determined by the systemic grammar to express
the appropriate meanings� This case involves two types of grammatical structures�
One of them is selected to realize a relational process by depending on the value of
the Time� In the �rst structure shown in Table �� a substantive �predicative� verb
like an auxiliary verb is attached to base to demonstrate the �to be� meaning of
the process� In addition� a distinct element called neg�noun is located after base
to express the negative meaning� In the second structure shown in Table �� an aux�
iliary verb �olmak� appears as a separate element after the base� If the value of
Time is Aorist� Past� Narr� or Cond then the �rst structure is selected� otherwise
the second one is selected�

Table �� The Structure of Finite Verbal Group from Nominal Group �


�o�gretmen �dir
�o�gretmen
�o�gretmen
Base Finite
noun substantive
noun
noun

de�gil �dir

POL Finite
pos
neg substantive
pos

mi �dir
Interr�Tag Finite

none
none
yes�no substantive

�� a� O bir �o�gretmendir�
He a teacher�COP�AOR��SG

�He is a teacher��



b� O bir �o�gretmen de�gildir�
He a teacher not�COP�AOR��SG

�He is not a teacher��

c� O bir �o�gretmen midir�
He a teacher Ques�COP�AOR��SG

�Is he a teacher��

Table �� The Structures of Finite Verbal Group Nominal Group ��

�o�gretmen
Base
noun

olmayacakt�
Aux��verbal�group� mood���nite

���

�� Ali �o�gretmen olmayacakt�	
Ali teacher be�NEG�FUT�PAST��SG
�Ali was not going to be a teacher��

�� base is a nominal group and mood is non��nite�
In this case� the same structure in Table � is used by changing the value of the
mood of auxiliary verb to non��nite�

�� a� yazar olmak
writer be�INF�

�to be a writer�

b� yazar olan
writer be�PART�

��someone� who is a writer�

c� yazar olarak
writer be�ADV�

� as a writer��

� System Network of Verbal Group

A system network is a set of systems such that each of these systems is described as
�a set of linguistic choices in a speci�c linguistic context� by Firth 	
��� In addition�
the system network displays the graphical organization of the grammar� In the
generation with SFG� the system network �shown in Figure 
 is traversed from left
to right by selecting a feature from each system� and executing the realization rules
attached to this feature 	
��� If the selected feature has a function that is realized by
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Figure 
� A System Network for the Sentence Generation

one of the grammatical units in the rank scale� the systemic network is re�entered�
and recursively traversed for the generation of that unit� After traversing the entire
system network� generations of the grammatical units are completed� In this way� the
whole sentence that consists of these grammatical units is generated� In Figure 
�
if we select the clause feature from the rank system� SFG introduces the process
as a function of the clause� and then realizes it as a verbal group by re�entering
the network� The selection of a feature from each system� and the representation
of realization rules depend on the implementation formalism� These issues will be
considered in Section ��

The required systems� the realization rules� and the appropriate context of each
system in the linguistic description of the verbal group are determined and organized
by using the analysis in the previous section� As a result� the system network given
in Figure � is constructed� In the network� only the systems and their appropriate
contexts are displayed to express the basic linguistic description of the verbal groups�
Because of this simpli�cation� more speci�c rules and relations are not displayed in
the network� However� they are considered and handled in the implementation�

To generate a verbal group� the system network is traversed by using the algo�
rithm given above� For example� to produce the verbal group �sevebilmelisin��
the following systems are entered and the appropriate features are selected� Enter
type�of�base� select verb� enter mood� select �nite� enter polarity� select positive�
enter desc�verb� select potential� enter interrogative� select none� According to these
selected features� the other systems are entered and so on� At the end� the sys�
tem FINITE�VG�FROM�VERB is entered to realize the verbal group by using the given
structure in Table 
�

� Implementation

In order to develop a text generator with the systemic�functional grammar� we need
to implement the linguistic descriptions �system networks and realization rules in
a computational environment� For this purpose� we use the FUF text generation
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Figure �� A System Network for Verbal Groups in Turkish

system� and its functional uni�cation grammar �FUG and typed feature formalisms�
In this section� we will present a brief overview of the generation in FUF� and then�
we will particularly consider the generation of verbal groups�

The FUF text generation system consists of two main modules� a uni�er and a
linearizer 	��� The uni�er takes� as input� a lexicalized semantic description of the
text to be generated� and an extended form of FUG� and then produces as output
a rich syntactic description of the text or some new inputs� �the semantic and syn�

�These new inputs are produced and recursively performed by the uni	er�



tactic descriptions for the grammatical units that realize the speci�c components
of the text 	��� After the uni�cation process� the linearizer takes the generated syn�
tactic description as input� and then produces the morphological description of the
text� The morphology unit produces the worded text by using this morphological
description 	
��� By the way� we assume that an application program that is not
included in our implementation produces the semantic description of the text� Con�
sequently� the �nal text generation system can be organized as shown in Figure ��

Grammatical Unit Generator

    and
semantic 

description

syntactic

recursive generation

Unifier

 FUG of SFG
grammar

Lexicalized

input

text

morphology

rich
Syntactic

input

Linearizer

An Application

Lexicon

Semantic

Figure �� The Architecture of the Text Generator

In FUG framework� a data structure called functional description �FD is han�
dled� A FD is a list of pairs� Each pair has an attribute name and value� In the
implementation� we use the FUG formalism� So� we need to translate the system
network into this formalism that is extended in FUF� A system of the system net�
work can be translated into disjunction of FDs� where each FD corresponds to an
alternative in that system 	�� 
��� Realization rules and relations between systems
are also translated into attribute�value pairs� This process is described by Kasper as
an algorithm that translates SFG into FUG 	��� In addition� FUF provides a typed
feature formalism to implement the mutual exclusion� and hierarchical relations in
SFG 	���

By using these formalisms� we are currently trying to design and implement a
single sentence generator with SFG� In the generation of a sentence� the generator
produces a linguistic description �LD for the verbal group to realize process� voice�
tense etc�� and then recursively transforms this LD into a worded text� In this
partial implementation� we use the LD of the verbal group� So� we consider what it
is rather than how it is produced from the semantic representation of the sentence�
The required functions and their possible values for the linguistic description of the
verbal group are presented in Table ��

At least� the functions cat� lex� and type�of�base must be given with their
values� The other functions are optional� If a function does not appear in the input



Table �� The Input Functions for the Formation of Verbal Group

Condition Function Alternative values

cat verbal�group
lex a lexical verb or nominal
type�of�base verb� nominal
lex�subj�obj�rel none� re exive� reciprocal

if lex�transition transitive� intransitive
type�of�base subj�obj�rel none� reciprocal� re exive

is transition none� intrans�trans
verb trans
� trans�� trans�

voice active� passive
polarity positive� negative
desc�verb potential� haste� durative� approximative
desc�polarity positive� negative
mood �nite� non��nite
time aorist� past� narr� progress� future�

if cond� optative� necessitative� imperative
mood mode none� past� narr� cond
is person �rst� second� third

�nite number singular� plural
interrogative none� yes�no

if type�of�verbal noun� adj� adv
mood non��nite mek� me� i�s �in�nitive
is present� past� future �participle

non��nite ip� ere� ince� dikce ��� �adverbial

set but it is required� the �rst alternative is selected as a default value for that
function� The following verbal groups are generated by the implemented system in
FUF��

Example 
 � sevebilmelisin

Lexicalized Semantic Input�

��cat verbal�group� �lex �sev�� �type�of�base verb�

�polarity positive� �desc�verb potential� �desc�polarity positive�

�mood finite� �time necessitative� �mode none�

�person second� �number singular� �interrogative none���

Output�

��CAT�VERB��ROOT�sev��SENSE�POS��COMP�YABIL��TAM��NECES��AGR�	SG��

�Extra Turkish letters are represented as follows� C is 
c� I is �� G is �g� O is o� S is 
s� U is u�



Example � � �o�gretmen olmayacakt�

Lexicalized Semantic Input�

��cat verbal�group� �lex �OGretmen�� �type�of�base noun�

�polarity negative� �desc�verb none� �desc�polarity positive�

�mood finite� �time future� �mode past�

�person third� �number singular� �interrogative none��

Output�

��CAT�NOUN��ROOT�OGretmen��AGR�
SG��POSS�NONE��CASE�NOM��

��CAT�VERB��ROOT�ol��SENSE�NEG��TAM��FUTURE��TAM	�PAST��AGR�
SG��

Example � � If Time and Mode are PAST and NARR respectively in the same verbal
group� it will be ungrammatical�

Lexicalized Semantic Input�

��cat verbal�group� �lex �kIr�� �type�of�base verb�

�mood finite� �time past� �mode narr�

�person third� �number singular� �interrogative none���

Output�

�fail�

� Conclusion and Future Work

Our main purpose is to design and implement a Turkish sentence generation sys�
tem by using the systemic�functional approach� To realize this system� we need to
develop a large Turkish grammar based on systemic�functional theory� and to imple�
ment it in the computational environment� The grammar can be divided into small
parts as shown in the rank scale� Then� each part may be developed independently�
One of the most important parts of the grammar is the verbal group that realizes
the several semantic functions of a sentence� So� at the beginning� we have consid�
ered the most common grammatical structures of Turkish verbal groups and their
implementation in FUF� The other parts of the grammar and the overall generation
system are currently under development�

The ultimate generation system will take as input the semantic description of a
sentence from an application program� and produce the worded text� The semantic
description consists of three metafunctions� ideational such as agent� actor� goal�
process� location for representing the constituents of the sentence and their roles�
interpersonal such as mood� modality for establishing the relationship between the
speaker and the listener� and textual such as topic� focus� background for presenting
information as text in context� The systemic�functional grammar will provide us
with useful mechanisms to organize and realize the linguistic resources�
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